Beyond conventional considerations: newer devices used in blood pressure measurement and management.
Several noninvasive devices are now available to assess blood vessel structure and function and have been shown in longitudinal cohort studies to provide additional cardiovascular event prediction over that obtained by conventional brachial blood pressure (BP) measurements. Among these newer measurements are estimates of vascular stiffness (as determined by the pulse wave velocity in the aorta) and measures of pulse wave reflection. Pulse wave velocity, in particular, has been well studied in end-stage kidney (ESKD) populations where it predicts cardiovascular events and death independently of standard BP. In addition, there are minimum 3 devices, either marketed or used in clinical trials, that are useful in some clinical situations as an adjunct to drug therapy for managing high BP. This review will focus on the roles of these new technologies in evaluating and managing high BP, emphasizing the CKD/ESKD patient where possible, although data are limited in the kidney disease population when it comes to managing BP with these novel device approaches.